Abstract
Introduction

47
The multisensory representations of our body and its surrounding space are constantly updated as 48 we interact with objects in our environment. Work with macaques identified bimodal neurons that 49 responded to both somatosensory and visual information near and on the hand, whose receptive 50 fields were malleable as a function of active tool-use [1] . When monkeys actively used a rake to 51 retrieve food, the receptive fields of these neurons expanded to include the area near to and 52 occupied by the rake. Subsequent research in humans has shown that responses to visual, tactile, 53 and auditory stimuli that originate near and on tools are modulated by active tool-use. Changes that 54 arise from active tool-use are thought to reflect that the cortical representations of the body and its 55 surrounding space have been updated to accommodate the new properties offered by the tool (for 56 reviews see [2] [3] [4] ).
58
Active tool-use, and the changes it causes in multisensory processing, have been used to study the 59 representations of both the body and peripersonal space. Here we define body representation as 60 the mental model of the body, based on proprioceptive and sensory information about the body's 61 state [5] , for reviews, see [6, 7] . This representation is flexible, and a small degree of distortion has 62 been demonstrated in normal cognition [8] . Peripersonal space is defined as the areas that directly 63 surround the body that we can act upon [9] , and that can contain objects that we may need to react 64 to. Peripersonal space has been characterised by neurophysiological and neuropsychological studies 120
121
The CCT has been used previously to investigate the effects of active tool-use on spatial 122 representations [3, 4] . In this task, participants make judgements about vibrotactile targets 123 presented to the hands through the handles of the crossed or uncrossed tools while ignoring visual 124 or auditory distractors presented at the tips of the tools. After the participants have used the tools 125 for a period of time, distractors on the same side of space as the targets typically have a larger effect 126 on increasing reaction times and/or error rates when the tools are uncrossed than when the tools 127 are crossed [48] . In contrast, distractors on the opposite side of space as the targets have a larger 128 effect on performance when the tools are crossed than when the tools are uncrossed. That is, after 129 tool use, distractors have a greater interference effect when they originate from the same tool as 130 targets, rather than from the same side of space as the target. Maravita and colleagues [48] 131 interpreted this pattern to indicate a change in peripersonal space representations, which was 132 further suggested by the fact that they showed the pattern of interference developed gradually over 133 a period of ongoing tool use (although see Holmes [2012] for an alternative interpretation), but did 134 not develop when tools were held passively for the same period of time and number of trials. We 135 predicted that pain would interfere with the emergence of tool-specific effects of distractors on 136 judgements made about the targets. That is, we expected to see a weaker interaction between the 137 arrangement of the tools, the visual field in which visual distractors appear relative to vibrotactile 138 targets, and the vertical congruence of visual distractors relative to vibrotactile targets for the pain 139 condition, relative to the two control conditions.
141
TDJs have been used to measure updating of body representation following tool use. Distances 142 between two touched locations on the arm that are oriented parallel to the axis of the tool are 143 perceived to be shorter after active tool-use. This is thought to indicate that body representation is 144 altered by tool use, such that the forearm is perceived to be longer [13, [50] [51] [52] [53] . We predicted that 326 study to elicit the changes to CCT performance generated by active tool-use. However, following 327 piloting, we added an additional interactive tool-use tasks in-between the second and third, and 328 third and fourth sets of the CCT to amplify the desired effect. The task consisted of approximately 5 329 minutes of using the tools to sort and retrieve distant beanbags, using the same equipment as for 330 the CCT. Participants sorted beanbags by colour, and retrieved them from the distal end of the board 331 to coloured squares (see Fig 1) 
Results
392
Sensory measures
393
The mean duration for pain ratings to reach 5/10 or plateau after the capsaicin was administered (Fig 4) . between crossed and uncrossed conditions, reflecting that the tool tips were incorporated into 515 peripersonal space, was evident in sets 1 (passive), 2, and 3. That is, the magnitude of crossmodal 516 interference for distractors in the same compared to opposite visual field was smaller when tools 517 were crossed compared to uncrossed. However, our results show that this pattern of crossmodal 518 interference was reversed in set 4. Overall, the change in crossmodal interference across the four 519 sets of the CCT task is not consistent with a gradual emergence of the effects of tool-use on 520 peripersonal space over time. 
Exploratory analyses
529
The above results show that the pattern of interference during set 1 of the CCT is consistent with 530 updating of peripersonal space (Fig 4a) . This was unexpected, given that set 1 required only passive 531 interaction with the tools. We considered that this could be due to the repeated-measures design of 532 the study. That is, experience with the tool in session 1 might have primed participants to rapidly 533 embody the tools upon grasping the handles of the tools at the beginning of sessions 2 and 3, 534 extending peripersonal space even while passively interacting with the tools. Because the order of 535 the study was randomised and counterbalanced, we could investigate this possibility by conducting a 536 between groups analysis of the CCT data from only the first session, when there was no prior 537 experience with the tools. That is, in this exploratory analysis Sensory Condition was treated as a 538 between-subjects factor with ten participants in each of the pain, active placebo, and neutral 539 groups. We conducted two five-way ANOVAs on the RTs and error rates from the first experimental -use (e.g. [48, 50] ). In contrast to our predictions, we found that pain did not interfere with 568 updating of peripersonal space and body representations following active tool-use, when compared 569 to two control conditions (i.e. active placebo, and neutral). That is, we found evidence that the 570 performance on the CCT and TDJ did not differ between sensory conditions. There was also no 571 significant difference in the CCT or TDJ when we explored pain ratings as a covariate. Therefore, 572 experimentally induced pain does not appear to influence the updating of peripersonal space and 573 body representations during and following tool-use.
575
It is unlikely that the lack of an effect of pain can be attributed to failure of our protocols to induce 576 updating in peripersonal space and body representation. For reaction times from the CCT, we found that reaction times to vibrotactile targets were slower when accompanied by visual distractors in the 578 same visual field compared to the opposite, but this effect was weaker when tools were crossed 579 such that the opposite side visual distractors appeared on the same tools as the vibrotactile targets.
580
These findings are comparable to the results reported by Maravita and colleagues [48] . We also 581 found that estimates of the felt distance between two points (TDJs) parallel to the axis of the tool 582 decreased in both arms after active tool-use. This is thought to reflect that the body representation 583 has updated to incorporate the tools, and is consistent with previous findings (e.g.
[50]). Our study 584 thus replicated evidence of updating peripersonal space and body representations during and after 585 tool-use, but induced pain did not modulate these effects.
587
It is also unlikely that the absence of a significant effect of pain on peripersonal space and body 588 representation in this study is due to failure of our sensory manipulations or compensatory changes 589 in movements during pain induction. Participants reported experiencing pain throughout the study 590 in the pain condition and not for the two other conditions, indicating that our pain induction was 591 successful. We confirmed that movement patterns were similar for all three conditions by having a 592 condition-blind observer rate videos of participants' movements. We also found that mechanical 593 pain threshold (MPT) on the finger increased after the pain induction to the arm, and this change in 594 MPT remained until the end of the study. This demonstrates that our manipulation altered sensory 595 processing relevant to the hand. However, mechanical detection thresholds remained unchanged, 596 indicating that the ability to detect a tactile stimulation was the same across sensory conditions. 597 Therefore, our manipulation succeeded in inducing pain, without impairing movement or tactile 598 sensation, and so it is unlikely that our results can be attributed to methodological limitations. 
